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Using micro-optical elements can be an 

effective, low-cost way to shape laser 

micro-beams, which are needed for optical 

trapping and manipulation. This article 

covers various designs of micro-optical 

elements that are used to generate the 

necessary optical vortices within a beam.

esearchers use lasers to maneuver microscopic par-
ticles in optical manipulation systems, or optical 
“tweezers.” Within the field of biomedicine, such 

systems are widely used to perform physiological and in situ 
cellular studies in a non-invasive manner.

In order to modulate the amplitude and phase of novel laser 
beams (such as Laguerre-Gaussian beams, propagation-invariant 
beams and others), scientists use laser micro-beam shaping tech-
niques—typically, computer-generated holograms and spatial 
light modulators (SLMs).

However, with optical tweezers, it is essential to use power-
efficient optical elements, because the trapping force is directly 
proportional to the laser power. The micro-optical elements 
approach is better suited for such beam shaping than holograms 
or SLMs, which are used for shaping with moderate diffraction 
efficiencies. Moreover, unlike many spatial light modulators, 
micro-optical elements do not possess higher orders of diffrac-
tion due to the filling factor in fabrication of liquid crystal cells 
in SLMs. Advanced lithography enables us to fabricate such 
micro-optical elements at a lower cost as well. 

Introduction to optical vortices
Optical vortices embedded in a laser beam possess a type of 
dislocation or defect on the wavefront of the beam, where the 
phase values are undefined. The phase singularity induces the 
transverse intensity pattern to appear as a dark spot along the 
optical axis. Beams that include these embedded vortices are 
referred to as optical vortex beams. 

The wavefront structure takes the shape of a helical ramp 
whose degree of circulation is characterized by a topological 
charge number (l) for a vortex beam when the phase values 
change 2lp in a closed loop around the dislocation. 

R

The Origins of Optical Manipulation 

Arthur Ashkin, a scientist at Bell Laboratories, was a 

pioneer in the field of optical manipulation. By com-

bining Newton’s third law of motion with Maxwell’s 

suggestion that photons carry momentum and energy, 

he established the principle of optical tweezers: When 

a focused laser beam incident on microscopic particles 

is refracted, reflected, scattered or absorbed, there is a 

change in the momentum of light propagation; an equal 

and opposite momentum should be experienced by  

the micro-particle. 

In the early 1970s, Ashkin showed that it is possible 

to accelerate micron-sized particles using the force 

of radiation pressure and to trap them with two equal, 

opposing Gaussian beams. However, it wasn’t until the 

mid-1980s that Ashkin developed a single-beam gradi-

ent-force optical tweezers system that used a highly 

focused laser beam. Prior to that, the significance of 

the radiation pressure of light was recognized only in 

astronomy. Comet tails, for example, are due to the 

radiation pressure of the Sun pushing the dust and 

other particles of the comet in the direction opposite of 

its motion. 

Optical manipulation systems today are not much dif-

ferent from the one that Ashkin reported in 1986. They 

still rely on laser micro-beam shaping techniques to 

modulate the amplitude and phase of novel laser beams 

such as Laguerre-Gaussian beams (singular beams), 

propagation-invariant beams and others. Micro-optical 

elements, however, may represent a promising alterna-

tive to computer-generated holograms and spatial light 

modulators as a means of shaping the beam.
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Micron-sized non-spiral phase plate 

(Left) Optical microscope image of plate; (center) optical vortex 
beam generated by it; and (right) interference pattern of the 
singular beam with a Gaussian beam showing fork-like dislocation.

Such an optical vortex beam carries orbital angular momen-
tum (OAM) and each photon has a magnitude of lh- OAM, 
where l  stands for the topological charge number. A Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) beam has its complex amplitude proportional 
to: 

            2r2  r 2
     u(r,f,z)p,l ~ r lLl

p 1—–2 exp 1– —–2 exp(–ilf) ,  
            w2 w2

where w is the waist size of the beam, Ll
p(2r2/w2) is the 

Laguerre polynomial, l is the azimuthal mode and p the radial 
mode. The LG mode has an optical vortex in the beam’s 
center and possesses a well-defined OAM linked with inclined 
wavefronts as a consequence of the azimuthal phase term of 
exp(–ilf), where l is the topological charge and f the azi-
muthal angle.

There are various methods of producing optical vortices, 
such as by performing direct intra-cavity excitation or passing a 
Hermite-Gaussian mode through a cylindrical lens. Computer-
generated holograms and SLMs have been used to imprint the 
exp(–ilf) phase profile onto the input Gaussian beam. Spiral 
phase plates have also been used to modulate the phase function 
of an incident beam to provide the characteristic helical phase 
distribution. 

Non-spiral phase plate 
We have introduced a simplified wedge-like non-spiral phase 
plate (NSPP) as a micro-beam shaping element for convert-
ing a Gaussian beam to a vortex beam. Other researchers have 
reported similar approaches for generating an optical vortex 
beam by introducing a linear phase variation on one-half of the 
incident Gaussian beam. These approaches were demonstrated 
by placing a glass platelet with an inclination angle to the inci-
dent beam. 

In our work, the proposed NSPP was fabricated by electron 
beam lithography in SU-8 2005 negative photoresist. It was 
used in the applications of optical vortices in optical manipula-
tion (see figure above, left). 

The wedge angular inclination is closely related to the cho-
sen beam diameter with respect to the wavelength and refractive 
index. It can be expressed as tan(g) = H/L = h/2r0, where l is 
the wavelength of the incident laser beam, n is the refractive 
index and 2r0 is the beam-waist. To generate a vortex beam 
with topological charge of l =1, the linear phase retardation 
must be changed from 0 to 2p over the beam’s diameter 2r0. In 
this case, h is given by l/n–1 to introduce the 2p phase change. 

In Cartesian coordinates, we assume that there is a phase dis-
continuity line along the y axis and the incident beam is a plane 
wave. The complex transmittance function t(x,y) of the NSPP 
can be depicted in the form of a paraxial approximation:

     
       e i•0       x ≥ 0 and √

—
x2—+

—
y2 ≤ r0t(x,y) = 5       e i [(y+r0 /r0)p]      x < 0 and √

—
x2—+

—
y2 ≤ r0      .

Trapping and rotation of six spheres, 3.1 µm each, at (clockwise 
from top left) 0 s, 7 s, 12 s, 17 s, 21 s and 24 s.

The wedge-like non-spiral phase plate
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Optical trapping and rotation of latex micro-spheres

There are various methods of 
producing optical vortices, such as by 
performing direct intra-cavity excitation 
or passing a Hermite-Gaussian mode 
through a cylindrical lens.
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Spiral phase plate

In the polar coordinates, it becomes: 

       1       –p–2 ≤ u ≤ –p–2  and
 
r ≤ r0

t(r,u) = 5       e i [(r sinu /r0)p]      p–2  < u < –3p–2   and r ≤ r0 .
    

The center figure on the facing page shows an image of the 
fabricated NSPP under a standard optical microscope, as well 
as the singular beam generated by it and its interference pattern 
with a Gaussian beam. The shade variations in the first im-
age (to the left in the figure) correspond to the varying surface 
profile on the fabricated elements. The presence of fork-like 
dislocation in the interference pattern verifies the presence of 
singularity (the optical vortex) in the beam. 

We used the optical vortex beam that we generated in an 
optical tweezers system to trap six latex micro-spheres of 3.1 µm 
in diameter and transfer the orbital angular momentum. With a 
low incident power of 50 mW, we obtained a frequency of rota-
tion of about 0.04 Hz. The power conversion of the fabricated 
element was approximately 95 percent, which is much more 
than conventional holograms. 

Spiral phase plate 
A spiral phase plate (SPP) is an optical element that imposes an 
azimuth-dependent phase retardation on the optical wavefront 
to generate a singular beam. An SPP is a transparent plate of 
refractive index n and thickness t that spirals upwards in pro-
portion to the azimuthal angle u. Its thickness at a given point 
is therefore given by the expression:  

               u      t = ts —– + t0 ,                                    2p

where ts is the step thickness and t0 is the base thickness of the 
optical element. The topological charge (l ) dependency on the 
step thickness is given by:

 
       l = ts Dn/l .

We reported a simple, reliable method of fabricating a 
circular-shaped SPP by means of electron-beam lithography in 
a 2004 study published in Applied Physics Letters (85, 5784). 
The figure above, right, shows the design model and fabricated 
element inspected under a standard optical microscope, as 
well as the generated singular beam and its interference with a 
Gaussian beam. A fork-like dislocation verifies the presence of 
singularity. 

We also integrated the SPP with the optical tweezers system 
for trapping applications. With an input power of 200 mW, the 
SPP can complete one full rotation in about 0.82 s, equivalent 
to roughly 1.2 Hz. The SPPs are suitable for high power opera-
tion and were found to be about 87 percent power-efficient.

The presence of fork-like dislocation 
in the interference pattern verifies the 
presence of singularity (the optical 
vortex) in the beam. 

(Top left) A sketch of the spiral phase plate. (Top right) An optical 
microscope image of the fabricated micro-spiral phase plate. 
(Lower left) A singular beam generated by it. (Lower right) The 
image on the lower right is an interference pattern of the singular 
beam with a Gaussian beam showing fork-like dislocation.

Trapping of six spheres 3.1 µm (each) at (clockwise from top 
left) 0 s; 0.195 s; 0.390 s; 0.586 s; 0.703 s, and 0.820 s.

Experimental optical trapping of six silica micro-spheres
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Following the established technique in the CW regime, we 
have also used the SPP to generate optical vortices in femtosec-
ond beams (Appl. Phys. Lett., 88, 091103, 2006). This allowed 
us to make a direct conversion of the TEM00 laser output to the 
annular optical vortex beam without the need for additional 
dispersion compensation elements for femtosecond lasers. The 
approach is free from spatial chirp without affecting the beam’s 
propagation direction. 

The figure on the left shows the intensity distribution for a 
range of input Dl bandwidth and source center wavelength at 
775 nm. The intensity profile at 1.5 Zr (the Rayleigh distance) 
for the range of computed bandwidths is generally annular 
shaped, and the SPP gives an excellent reconstruction of an 
optical vortex beam up to an estimated working bandwidth 
of about 40 nm. Beyond this, the annular intensity pattern is 
modulated by hotspots and the uniformity is broken when the 
bandwidth increases further. Here we suggest that small band-
widths allow the use of SPPs in femtosecond beams directly. 

For the experiment, we used a commercially available ampli-
fied kHz Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (Clark MXR), which 
gave transform-limited sech pulses with a duration of 150 fs at 
775 nm (manufacturer’s specifications). The FWHM band-
width of the pulses was calculated to be approximately 4.3 nm. 
The SPP was positioned directly in the path of the femtosec-
ond beam and no dispersion compensation set-up is required 
to view the intensity profile of the beam captured on a CCD 
camera located 60 cm from the SPP. 

Approximately 80 percent of the total beam energy was 
transmitted through the SPP, yielding the distinct annular 
shape and dark central core. The beam, free from spatial chirp, 
propagated stably at a further distance of 80 cm and 160 cm, 
respectively. We attributed this to the collinear propagation of 
all the spectral components, which, unlike that of a hologram 
without dispersion compensation, resulted in good contrast for 
increasing distance. 

These results show that, even for the case of pulse lasers,  
the SPP can produce beams that are inherently free from  
spatial chirp. However, as a matter of objectivity, we recognize 
that a source with an even larger spectral bandwidth (e.g.,  
Dl > 120 nm) will severely distort the annular intensity profile 
because the l parameter is wavelength-dependent. Nevertheless, 
femtosecond lasers can have spectral bandwidths ranging over 
tens of nanometers, suggesting that SPPs should be used within 
this small working bandwidth. 

We measured the temporal characteristics of the femtosec-
ond optical vortices and an un-modulated (SPP removed) beam 
taken at a fixed distance and identical optical path through 
several relay mirrors. We generated an intensity autocorrela-
tion trace that has an experimental full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of approximately Dt = 507 fs for both the fem-
tosecond optical vortex beam generated by the SPP and the 
unmodulated beam. Consequently, the pulse duration for both 
the optical vortex and original beam is Dtp≈ 328.5 fs (assuming 
a sech pulse envelope with reduction factor Dt/Dtp = 1.543) 

Intensity distribution

Distribution for a range of input Dl bandwidth and source center 
wavelength at 775 nm after passing through l=1 SPP. Images 
calculated at 1.5 Zr.

CCD images of the LG beam profile  
in a femtosecond laser beam

(Left) LG femtosecond beam generated by SPP and (right) the un-
modulated beam. Note: pulse duration is Dtp≈ 328.5 fs (assuming 
a Sech pulse) or Dtp≈ 358.5 fs (for a Gaussian envelope).

Horizontal and vertical cross-sections are overlaid on the images. 
(Left) Beam is located 60 cm from the SPP. (Center and right) The 
digitally magnified image after the beam propagates 80 cm and 
160 cm, respectively.
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Intensity autocorrelation trace
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or Dtp≈ 358.5 fs (for a Gaussian pulse envelope with reduction 
factor Dt/Dtp = 1.414). The autocorrelation traces suggest that 
the SPP did not significantly change the pulse duration (pulse 
broadening due to propagation through air and relay optics  
being more substantial).

Kinoform-spiral phase plate 
A kinoform is a phase-only optical element where only the 
phase modulation of the desired wavefront is recorded as a 
surface-relief profile. The kinoform technique is based on the 
premise that the sections or thickness of the microelement that 
is one wavelength thick do not contribute to the change of 
phase and can therefore be removed. 

As a result, the kinoform-based micro-optical elements allow 
each wavelength multiple of the phase modulation value to 
be “wrapped” back to its 2π equivalent surface thickness. This 
allows the surface relief profiles of the micro-optical elements 
with high aperture (diameter) and thus with great height to be 
micro-fabricated with the same physical height as of 2π equiva-
lent surface thickness, easing the fabrication process. 

We found that, in the kinoform-SPP (KSPP), each 2π 
multiple of the phase value is “wrapped” back to its 2π equiva-
lent thickness of the SPP to obtain the desired charge (Appl. 
Opt., 45, 1153, 2006). This idea is illustrated in the figure on 
the right, top, which shows a conventional SPP for topological 
charge l=4  as well as the equivalent KSPP. 

The KSPP provides a 2π phase variation in each quadrant for 
the l=4 structure. Only the combined effect of all four quad-
rants enables the beam to experience a full 8π azimuthal phase 
change. However, during fabrication of the KSPP, a quantiza-
tion process is required to approximate the continuous profile 
of a phase structure, which usually acts as a source of perturba-
tion (coherent background) for the degeneration of a higher or-
der optical vortex into multiple unity-charged optical vortices. 

Therefore, the singular beam generated by the KSPP pos-
sesses four single-charged vortices. The fork-like dislocations 
verify the presence of the vortices. Thus, the KSPP can gener-
ate an array of optical vortices embedded in a single beam due 
to phase quantization process. The optical vortex array will be 
useful in optical trapping and imaging applications. However, 
a fabrication error-free KSPP should generate a single optical 
vortices beam with a higher charge. 

Micro-fabricated NSPPs, SPPs and KSPPs for laser mi-
cro-beam shaping can be used for many optical trapping and 
imaging applications. High-power conversion efficiency and 
micro-size are added advantages of SPPs for laser micro-beam 
shaping, which are also capable of obtaining optical vortices 
with free spatial chirp in femtosecond beams. 

The elements also hold promise for laser beam shaping in 
miniaturized optical traps. Researchers are looking toward the 
next generation of miniaturized optical traps for lab-on-a-chip 
applications by integrating the laser on the chip. Such micro-
optical elements will be very useful for beam-shaping for appli-
cations where all the components are in micrometer range. t

(Left) Scanning-electron microscope image of a fabricated 
charge (l=4) equivalent kinoform spiral-phase-plate; (center) 
beam possessing four individual optical vortices of charge one 
generated by the fabricated element; and (right) interference 
pattern of the beam with a Gaussian beam showing four fork-like 
dislocations.

(Left) Modeled structure of l=4 standard SPP and (right) 
equivalent l=4 kinoform structure.

SPP and kinoform structure

Equivalent kinoform spiral-phase-plate and optical vortices
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